Inclusive Pedagogies Series

What I can Introduce in my Class(es) Next Semester

Wednesday, December 16
11am – 1pm in University Hall 3030

The workshop caps the previous gatherings and lectures, and new attendees are welcome. We will ask about specific examples we might draw from the presentations by the artist, Tony Gleaton, and the educator, Dr. Ronni Sanlo. Where is LMU in discerning inclusivity? How does inclusion weigh into our larger conversation about a new Core curriculum? What might I imagine now adding to my classes, from these workshops? Come with one idea or bring a question or concern! Invite a colleague to come with you.

RSVP to teachers@lmu.edu or Ext.85866

Co-sponsored by the Departments of Chicana/o Studies, African American Studies, American Cultures, and the Office of the Vice President of Intercultural Affairs.